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Taiwan Wren-Babbler, Continuation Trail, 19th September 2012
I had a little over a week of annual leave to take before impending fatherhood in a few
months time, and was keen to fit in a quality birding trip before then.
My criteria for the trip were that it should be to a part of the world I had not been to before,
be safe and straightforward for solo travel (on a modest budget), and have a good selection
of endemics, the majority of which could reasonably hope to be encountered in a week
without a guide.
With the above in mind, and having heard good things about the country, I eventually
decided that Taiwan best fit the bill. At no point did I regret that choice - it proved to be the
ideal destination, with a host of great birds, some surprisingly good scenery, and an
absolute pleasure to travel around with some of the friendliest people I have encountered
anywhere.

Among the numerous highlights were Swinhoe's Pheasant, Taiwan Wren-Babbler,
Taiwan Shortwing, Taiwan Tit, Taiwan Partridge, Collared Bush-Robin, Golden
Parrotbill, Flamecrest, Taiwan Blue Magpie, Taiwan Scimitar-Babbler and Malayan
Night Heron.

Getting There and Getting Around
I flew to Taiwan with British Airways and China Airlines, booked on www.travelocity.co.uk
and costing £712.
Flights were as follows:
London Gatwick Apt (LGW) To Amsterdam (AMS)
Airline:
BRITISH AIRWAYS (BA)
Flight Number:
BA 2760
Departing:
09:20 Fri 14 Sep 2012
Arriving:
11:35 Fri 14 Sep 2012
Amsterdam (AMS) To TAIWAN TAOYUAN INTL (TPE)
Airline:
CHINA AIRLINES (CI)
Flight Number:
CI 66
Departing:
14:05 Fri 14 Sep 2012
Arriving:
13:05 Sat 15 Sep 2012
TAIWAN TAOYUAN INTL (TPE) To Amsterdam (AMS)
Airline:
CHINA AIRLINES (CI)
Flight Number:
CI 65
Departing:
22:45 Sat 22 Sep 2012
Arriving:
09:15 Sun 23 Sep 2012
Amsterdam (AMS) To London Heathrow Apt (LHR)
Airline:
BRITISH AIRWAYS (BA)
Flight Number:
BA 431
Departing:
11:40 Sun 23 Sep 2012
Arriving:
12:00 Sun 23 Sep 2012
The flights between Amsterdam and Taipei also stopped in Bangkok.
In Taiwan I relied on public transport, and hitching. This worked out very well and also
proved to be very economical. A particular highlight was the modern and ultra-efficient High
Speed Rail (HSR) line, that travels down the western side of the island in amazingly quick
time - easily the best train I have ever been on!

Very useful to have is the timetable for local buses in the Puli - Wushe area - all run by the
Nantou Bus company. This can be picked up at Puli bus station and can also be found online
at http://www.ntbus.com.tw/5-21.htm
I have provided further detail on travel in the daily diary section below.

Red tape
None - tourists staying up to 30 days can get a visa free on arrival. Taiwan is one of the
most efficient and well run places I have visited and I can’t think of anything else to
highlight here.
Costs and Money
The currency in Taiwan is the Taiwan New Dollar (TWD) - at the time of travel this had an
exchange rate of about 1 GBP: 47 TWD. I have given costs in TWD.
Having read that you can get better rates by waiting until arrival, I changed money at the
airport - about £340 which gave me roughly TWD16000 . This lasted me the week and in
fact I had quite a bit left over at the end. Although I didn’t need to use them, there are
plenty of cash machines around and credit cards are widely accepted.
In general I found costs to be extremely reasonable - comparable with Malaysia.
Accommodation
I stayed at the Flip Flop Hostel II in Taipei - a couple of older trip reports mention a place
called Amigos, although a quick bit of internet research turned up a few less-thanfavourable recent reviews, in contrast to the Flip Flop which had uniformly good ones.
I had no compaints about the Flip Flop Hostel II - it was perfectly located just a 5 minute
walk from the Taipei Main Station, with clean rooms, friendly staff and free internet, and
was good value (TWD500 a night for a bed in a dorm, or TWD1200-1260 for a private twin
room). Recommended.
(Note that the original Flip Flop Hostel - the one described on the actual
www.flipflophostel.com/eng/ website - is further out of town and for longer term rentals).
I booked in advance over the internet - a good idea as it seemed pretty full when I was
there.
In Wushe, I stayed in the Wu-Ying Hotel, mentioned in quite a few birders reports. This is
situated next to the Family Mart store on the main street (NB. this used to be a 7-11 but
the 7-11 has now moved down the street). A double room here was TWD800, although
when I said I was staying for four nights they offered me a discounted rate of TWD750.
The room was basic but clean and perfectly adequate for my needs, and the staff were
friendly.
This wasn’t booked in advance and they seemed to have plenty of room.

Food
There was no denying that the food wasn’t a major highlight of the trip. This was more due
to my inability to understand menus, rather than being any sort of statement on the quality
of Taiwanese cuisine.
As I was only on a short trip, and anticipated some difficulties with locating suitable food
during the day while out birding, I took a few ready made tuna and pasta salads with me,
along with some crackers and cereal bars. These worked well for lunches while out in the
areas around Wushe.
In Taipei I made several visits to McDonald’s.
In Wushe I generally obtained my evening meal from one of the stalls over the road from
the hotel that had food you could point at and would be cooked while you waited (usually
just a couple of minutes immersion in a deep fat fryer). Otherwise I relied heavily on 7-11’s
and Family Marts for snacks and cans of iced coffee, as well as a couple of cans of beer
most nights.
Language
As expected, in Taipei a reasonable amount of English was spoken, especially by people in
tourist-facing jobs. In the Wushe area, very little English was spoken. Ordering food is
probably the biggest challenge most people face in Taiwan, and so it proved for me.
Buses generally have numbers and destinations on the front in English as well as Chinese,
as well as on timetables, which makes getting around reasonably straightforward.
The High Speed Train and Taipei MRT (underground system) are fully bilingual so unlikely to
present any problems.
Weather
September is in the typhoon season in Taiwan, which clearly has the potential to disrupt a
birding trip. However as long as you don’t hit a typhoon, the weather is likely to be very
pleasant, with warm and generally dry conditions, which happily is what I encountered. I
had very little rain, just a few light showers on my last full day in the Wushe area.
Health and Safety
No real issues - Taiwan is widely regarded as one of the world’s safest countries for travel.
The people in Taiwan are exceptionally friendly and helpful (language difficulties
notwithstanding), which contributed to the whole trip being extremely enjoyable and stressfree.

Trip Reports, Field Guides and Recordings
There are numerous trip reports available for Taiwan available on the internet - although
most using guides and/or hire cars. I found the Feb 2003 report by Jon Hornbuckle to be
the most useful, and based my itinerary on his.
The only Field Guide you need for Taiwan is the Birds of East Asia by Mark Brazil. I have
followed the taxonomy of that book in this report.
I downloaded recordings of target birds from www.xeno-canto.org which proved very useful.
Photography
Opportunities for bird photography in Taiwan are outstanding. For those interested, all
photos in this report were taken with a Nikon D5100 camera and Nikon AF-S DX NIKKOR
55-300mm lens.

SITES VISITED
TAIPEI AREA
Taipei is the capital of Taiwan and is situated near the north of the island. It is a bustling and very
modern metropolis. There are a number of excellent birding sites in and around Taipei that can easily
be accessed by public transport.
Taipei Botanical Gardens
Well known as an excellent site to see Malayan Night Heron - also good for Crested Goshawk and
various other common species.
The northern entrance is only a 5 minute walk from Xiaonanmen MRT station.
I found 2 Malayan Night Herons with ease (the gardens are not that big) in the northwestern
section, not far from the bandstand. I believe this is the area they are normally in. If there aren’t any
on the ground it is worth checking in the trees. The birds were unbelievably confiding.

Wulai

River valley at Wulai
Wulai is a popular place with tourists on account of its waterfall and hot springs. It also offers some
good forest birding close to Taipei (easily day trippable), and in particular is a good site for Taiwan
Blue Magpie.
To get there by public transport, the best way is to take the MRT to Xindian Station (the last stop on
the Xindian line, about 20 mins from Taipei Main Station, cost TWD30). From the MRT station you
then take a number 849 bus from the row of bus stops to the right of the station (as you emerge
through the ticket barriers), this will take about 30 mins to reach Wulai (where it terminates) and
costs less than TWD20.
On arrival at Wulai I walked straight ahead into the town, then veered right to cross the two bridges
over the forks of the river. After this I followed the main road left (and then kept left at subsequent
junctions), which goes up the valley, and stays fairly close to the river. After several kms there is a
suspension bridge crossing the river on the left. I crossed this and followed the trail on the other side
until it emerged in a small village, then walked back the way I had come.
This route enabled me to see most of the birds I was hoping for including Taiwan Magpie, Taiwan
Scimitar-Babbler and Maroon Oriole.

Guandu Nature Park
I wasn’t originally planning to visit this site, but found I had some spare time so decided to include it.
It’s a pleasant place to spend a few hours, and gave plenty of trip ticks as it was the only real wetland
habitat I visited.
To get there by public transport, you take the MRT to Guandu Station on the Danshui Line, which
takes about 30 minutes and costs TWD40 - from here the park is signposted and is about a 10-15
minute walk. Entry to the park costs TWD50.
There are various trails in the park, as well as a visitor’s centre and cafe. Note that there is also a path
that runs along the southern perimeter of the park that can still be accessed when the main park is
shut - this has a couple of designated birdwatching areas along it, although one of these was closed
off when I was there.
Winter would be a better time to visit as not many migrants had arrived at the time I was here.
There is a website with visitor information - http://www.gd-park.org.tw/en/e1.htm.

WUSHE AREA

Wushe Town

Wushe is a small town (also referred to on some maps as Renai) on the western side of the
mountain range that runs down the centre of Taiwan, about half way down the island. It is a
convenient base from which to access varying altitudes of forest as well as more open
montane habitats.
At the upper side of town, the route 14 splits (although both bits are still called the 14!) the left hand fork is the main road and goes up to Wuling Pass and Mt Hehuan (with the
Blue Gate and Continuation Trails mentioned below also being accessible off this road ) there are km and half km markers, in Roman Numerals, clearly visible, starting at 0 at the
edge of Wushe.
The right hand fork is signposted to Lushan Hot Springs - the Chun Yang Farm site is a few
kms along this road.

Chun Yang Farm
About 3 km from Wushe, the entrance is on the left hand side of the road, just after the
village of Chun Yang, at GPS N 24°01.658’ E 121°09.471’, easily walkable although
there are several buses a day and plenty of traffic for hitching a lift. I was rather
disappointed by this site and didn’t really feel that it delivered, as I missed quite a few
things - after 2 visits I was left wondering whether September is a particularly poor month
at this site.

Blue Gate and Continuation Trails
The Blue Gate and Continuation Trails (as they are generally known - although sometimes
as Blue Gate 1 and Blue Gate 2, or Blue Gate and Pipeline Trails) are different sections of
the same trail, and can be accessed from the main Route 14 road, at either km 15.5 or via a
minor road to the left at km 18.
At km 15.5 is the start of the Blue Gate Trail on the left.
At km 18 there is a minor road on the left. Following this down for about 1km, there is a
small parking lot on your right and an obvious trail (with a blue gate at the start). This is
the start of the Continuation Trail. Immediately opposite the parking lot, on the left hand
side of the minor road, is the far end of the Blue Gate Trail.
You can only follow the Continuation Trail for a couple of kms before a huge landslide has
completely destroyed the trail - however it remains excellent for birding and I found it to be
much better that the Blue Gate Trail.
Both sections of the trail have a number of plastic water pipes running adjacent to them,
which have numerous leaks, resulting in frequent badly-flooded areas. Good waterproof
footwear is a must.

Two full days along these trails felt like a reasonable amount - further time may have given
a few additional species but I suspect it would have been a case of sharply diminishing
returns, and I felt like I had done the area justice.
I didn’t encounter a single other person during my time on these trails.
A particularly good area for Taiwan Wren-Babbler and Taiwan Shortwing is at GPS
N 24°06.716’ E 121°12.204’

Wuling Pass and Mt Hehuan

Mt Hehuan
Beyond km 18, the “main” route 14 continues to climb, along an increasingly hairpin-laden
road, up to the Wuling Pass, which is the highest road pass in Taiwan, at 3,275 metres
above sea level. On a clear day the scenery is impressive as you ascend above the treeline,
with sharply defined ridges of peaks stretching to the horizon, above a blanket of cloud.
The twin peaks of Mt Hehuan are near the pass (although you don’t need to climb them to
see the birds, which can all be seen along the road).
The key section of the road to focus on for birds is between about km 24 and the pass itself
at about km32 . I hitched up to the pass and then walked all the way back down to km18,
although I didn’t see any new birds from km24 downwards, and the road becomes markedly
narrower and less pleasant to walk along, so I would recommend skipping this section.
There is plenty of traffic along the road as it’s a major east-west route and getting a lift

shouldn’t be a problem (I even had people slowing down to offer me lifts when I didn’t need
one).

Itinerary
15th Sep
16th Sep

17th Sep
18th Sep
19th Sep
20th Sep

21st Sep

22nd Sep

Arrived TPE mid pm - bus to Taipei - o/n Flip Flop Hostel II
High Speed Rail (HSR) from Taipei Main Station to Taichung - bus to Wushe
via Puli - afternoon walked to Chun Yang Farm - Chun Yang Farm - bus back
to Wushe - brief look along road below Wushe (to Wanda Dam) - o/n WuYing Hotel, Wushe
Hitched to km15.5 - all day along Blue Gate and Continuation Trails - bus
back to Wushe - o/n Wu-Ying Hotel, Wushe
Hitched to Wuling Pass - walked back down to km18- brief look at
Continuation Trail - hitched back to Wushe - o/n Wu-Ying Hotel, Wushe
Hitched to km18 - all day on Continuation and Blue Gate - bus back to Wushe
- o/n Wu-Ying Hotel, Wushe
Hitched to Chun Yang - Chun Yang Farm - walked back to Wushe - bus to
Taichung HSR Station via Puli - HSR to Taipei Main Station - o/n Flip Flop
Hostel II
MRT from Taipei Main Station to Xindian - bus to Wulai - Wulai - bus to
Xindian MRT Station - MRT to Xiaonanmen - Taipei Botanical Garden - MRT to
Taipei Main Station - Flip Flop Hostel II - evening visit to Taipei 101 (nearest
MRT Taipei City Hall) - o/n Flip Flop Hostel II
MRT from Taipei Main Station to Guandu - Guandu Nature Park - MRT to
Taipei Main Station - Flip Flop Hostel II - HSR from Taipei Main Station to
Taoyuan - bus to TPE airport - departed late evening.

DAILY DIARY
15th Sep - After a long, but smooth, journey from London, I arrived in Taiwan early
afternoon. I had been chatting to the Taiwanese student sat next to me on the flight from
Amsterdam, and he insisted on making sure I got my ticket and found the right stand for
the bus into Taipei. He was apologetic that he couldn’t give me a lift to my hostel as it was
the opposite way to where he lived - my first, but very typical, experience of Taiwanese
helpfulness. Soon the bus arrived, costing TWD125 for the 45 minute journey to Taipei Main
Station, from where I easily found the Flip Flop II Hostel, just a short walk away. I rested at
the hostel for a while before heading out to McDonald’s for a Big Mac meal (TWD99). Early
to bed.
16th Sep - after a poor night’s sleep, due to jet-lag, I got up at 05:10 and headed to the
Main Station via 7-11 where I picked up a can of iced coffee and a sweet bun (which
became my standard breakfast!). I got to the station at about 05:40, expecting the first
HSR Train to leave at 06:00, although realised I had made a minor error as the first one

didn’t leave until 06:30 - not a major disaster. I bought my ticket to Taichung from the
machine for TWD675 (credit card accepted), and sat in the waiting area. In the event I
opted for the 06:36 train as this was faster to Taichung. The train journey was very
comfortable and fast, arriving at Taichung in only about 50 minutes - I was almost sorry it
was over so quickly but when you are travelling at up to 276 kmph it doesn’t take long to
get places! From Taichung HSR station, I caught the 07:45 bus to Puli (which was very full
and I was lucky to get the last seat), costing TWD135. Arriving at Puli at 08:30, I bought a
ticket for the Nantou bus to Wushe (TWD89), which left at 08:40 and arrived at Wushe at
09:18 - not bad for a journey half way down the island! Wushe itself is a very small town,
so it wasn’t far to walk to the Wu-Ying Hotel, next to the Family Mart shop. Although I
hadn’t reserved, they seemed to have plenty of room, and offered me a room for a
reasonable TWD800, which was discounted without me asking to TWD750 when I said I
would be staying for four nights. I freshened up and then headed out at 10:15 towards
Chun Yang Farm. Although I could have hitched, I decided to walk, which proved a good
move as I saw a couple of decent birds en route, including a smart pair of Collared
Finchbills and my only White-bellied Pigeon of the trip. I arrived at Chun Yang Farm at
11:45 and spent the next 4 hours birding along the various trails. It was a bit disappointing,
as bird numbers were low and the list was lacking in quality. Still, it was nice to get the bird
list off to a start and I saw a few endemics. I’d had enough by about 16:10, and caught the
bus back to Wushe (TWD29, about 10 minutes) from the stop near the entrance to the
Farm. After an iced coffee from the 7-11, I then headed down the road steep and winding
road towards Wanta Reservoir - it was pretty quiet with little of note except a further pair of
Collared Finchbills. I decided to call it a day and headed back to the Wu-Ying Hotel, with a
can of Taiwan Lager (TWD48) purchased from the Family Mart. After a shower and snooze, I
went out to find some food - the local restaurants seemed to be shut, so I made do with
one of the stalls opposite the 7-11, which was surprisingly good. I pointed at a few things
which were then fried for a couple of minutes before I took them back to my room.
17th Sep - My alarm went off at 05:00, although I then nodded off again until 05:35. I got
ready as quickly as I could and headed out, via the Family Mart for an iced coffee and
pastry. I positioned myself at the eastern end of town and starting trying to hitch a lift just
after 06:00. I got a lift at about 06:15 with a teacher and her husband. He was taking her
to work on the other side of Wuling Pass (a pretty lengthy daily commute), and they were
happy to drop me off at km15.5, the start of the Blue Gate Trail, which we reached at about
06:45. I started to slowly walk along the trail seeing a few of the commoner species, but it
wasn’t exactly buzzing with activity. Apart from some flushed probable Taiwan Partridges,
the highlight was a pair of Black-necklaced Scimitar Babblers - a bird I was not to see
again and a nice one to get so early. I reached the end of the Blue Gate Trail at about
10:20, and crossed over the road to continue on the (well-named) Continuation Trail. I had
just encountered a small flock that included a very smart pair of Taiwan Tits, when a large
bird suddenly took off noisily to my right. Happily it landed nearby on an open slope, and I
was able to watch it walking quickly away and confirm my suspicions that it was a male
Swinhoe’s Pheasant, one of the key targets for this site and another bird that I was very
happy to see so early on in the trip. I followed the trail until I reached a particularly
waterlogged bit, seeing my first (rather drab female type) Collared Bush Robins and
stunning Black-throated Tits. I then headed back the same way I had come, not seeing

very much new, although when almost back at the start of the Blue Gate Trail, I came
across a Taiwan Barwing, a very cool bird to watch as it crept around the mossy branches
of a tree next to the trail. I emerged back onto the road at km15.5 at about 16:00, and
walked down the road for a bit. On arrival at a bus stop and, seeing that there was a bus
due shortly (which was lucky as there are only 3 a day on this bit of the road) just before
16:30, I decided to catch this instead of hitching back. This cost TWD52 back to Wushe, a
journey of about half an hour. Dinner was from the same place as last night, washed down
with a couple of beers. The town drunk, clutching a nearly empty bottle of some sort of
spirit, proved an unwelcome presence as I was waiting for my food to be cooked. Muttering
to himself with badly slurred speech, jabbing his fingers in my direction and occasionally
lurching toward me, he could have been intimidating but was so completely legless that if I
just stepped a couple of feet to the left or right, it took him about 5 minutes to line himself
up again to have another lunge in my direction.
18th Sep - With a big day ahead of me, I managed to get up and out a bit earlier than
yesterday morning. Getting a lift proved even easier today, and I had only been waiting 5
minutes before I got a ride at 05:45 with a chap who was handily going all the way to
Wuling Pass. The weather was beautiful on the way up, with impressive mountain views.
After getting dropped at Wuling Pass at 06:50, I enjoyed seeing my first (apart from a few
flushed birds on the way up) White-whiskered Laughing Thrush and a male Collared
Bush Robin in the car park at the pass. I then took a few minutes to soak up the
marvellous scenery before I started walking slowly back down the road. It wasn’t long
before I had seen my first Vinaceous Rosefinch, and a little bit further down, at km29.5, I
was delighted to stumble across a stunning pair of Golden Parrotbills, which gave some
terrific views in the roadside bamboo. As I continued further down the road, Collared Bush
Robins and Vinaceous Rosefinches proved to be a regular sight, and at km29 a smart
pair of Grey-headed Bullfinches, with an immature in tow, posed obligingly. Also here
was a brief, possible Taiwan Bush Warbler, seen in flight only. A short way further, another
pair of Bullfinches were seen, along with my first Taiwan Fulvettas - a bird that seems
as much, if not more, at home, in montane scrub than in the forest. Having had a lot of
success early on in the day, perhaps inevitably I had to work a bit harder for my last main
target of the day. After checking out numerous stands of pines, I eventually came across
my target at km25 - the lovely Flamecrest, at least one of which gave brief but good views
in a small flock with a Coal Tit. It was now approaching lunchtime, so I continued on to the
parking area at km24, ate my pasta salad and enjoyed a well-earned rest. With lunch eaten
by 12:25, and with no particular plan for the rest of the day, I decided to continue walking
down the road. It took me about 90 minutes to reach km18, although I saw no birds of note
and this section of the road was much less pleasant to walk along. I decided to cut down to
the start of the Continuation Trail, but with it being mid afternoon and feeling pretty tired
after all the walking, I decided to cut my losses after about an hour and headed back up
towards km18 on the main road, with the intention of catching the bus back down to
Wushe. Before the bus arrived, a young Taiwanese couple stopped to offer me a lift back to
Wushe, which I accepted. En route we stopped off at Cing Jing for a Starbucks. On arrival
back at Wushe, I decided to vary my evening menu a little, with a microwaved fried rice and
Chinese sausage from the Family Mart. I retired to bed feeling very happy with the day.

Golden Parrotbill, near Wuling Pass, 18th September 2012

Grey-headed Bullfinch, near Wuling Pass, 18th September 2012

19th Sep - My last full day in the Wushe area, I decided to return to the Blue Gate and
Continuation Trails where a few species had eluded me so far. Getting a lift proved slightly
trickier this morning. After a bit of a wait at the edge of town, a chap in a black Mercedes 4
x 4 picked me up and took me as far as Cing Jing. He was a bit of a “boy racer” so I wasn’t
too disappointed that he wasn’t going any further! My second lift was with an old man who
took me all the way to km18. It was only after he dropped me off and turned around that I
realised he hadn’t even been planning to go that far. What a diamond!! I then headed down
the minor road to the start of the Continuation Trail, where I spent the entire morning, this
time following it as far as possible to the point where a massive landslide has destroyed the
trail and indeed removed a fair chunk of the hillside. Once again I didn’t encounter a soul,
although I had a brief, slightly tense moment, when a dog appeared around the corner
ahead of me (I don’t much care for dogs, especially when I’m out birding). Fortunately it
was more startled than I was and promptly turned round and scarpered. It didn’t take too
long before I found something new - my first (and only) Grey-capped Pygmy
Woodpecker, feeding quietly in one of the taller trees. Also very welcome was a small flock
of the charming Taiwan Barwing. Having heard a couple of my targets, I then embarked
on lengthy and frustrating tape duels with Taiwan Shortwing and Taiwan WrenBabbler, which stubbornly remained hidden in the dense understorey, despite being
incredibly close. Fortunately, moving a short way along the trail, I found further responsive
birds in slightly more open habitat, both of which gave stellar views and even allowed me a
couple of photographs! This was definitely one of the most satisfying hours of the trip.

Taiwan Shortwing, Continuation Trail, 19th September 2012

A little further along the trail, a fruiting tree served up a stonking male Island Thrush, as
well as good views of a couple of Ashy Woodpigeons. Other new species seen along the
Continuation Trail during the morning were a couple of delightful little Ferruginous
Flycatchers and a Taiwan Whistling Thrush. Other more common endemics were also
very much in evidence, making for a superb morning of birding. Perhaps inevitably, my
afternoon stroll along the Blue Gate Trail proved rather less exciting, although it did provide
one major highlight in the form of a handsome Taiwan Partridge which, after flushing,
very considerately landed on a low branch by the side of the trail, where it sat still for a few
seconds before slipping away. Emerging back onto a very foggy road at km 15.5, I decided
it wasn’t optimal conditions for hitching, so decided to walk up to km18 (discovering in the
process that it wasn’t optimal conditions for walking either) where I knew there would be a
bus waiting (and happily, there was!). I arrived back in Wushe, my legs aching somewhat
after 2 days that included a lot of walking. I returned to “my” stall, for my last evening meal
in Wushe, then crashed out after another very rewarding day.
20th Sep - Up early again for a final bash at Chun Yang Farm, hopefully at a more
productive time of day than my previous visit. I only had to wait 10 minutes before a truck
picked me up and dropped me right at the entrance to the farm. I then spent 4 hours from
05:55 - 09:55 on the trails, which was again disappointing. I’m fairly sure I covered all the
available habitats, but couldn’t seem to find the key birds, which left me wondering whether
September isn’t a good month at this site. As I was leaving, several groups of
schoolchildren were arriving, so my departure was probably timely. I walked back along the
road to Wushe, which this time took about 45 minutes - no birds of note. I packed up, had a
sandwich and then checked out of the Wu-Ying Hotel. I caught the 11:30 bus to Puli,
arriving at 12:00. I then bought a ticket for the 12:30 bus to Taichung, but somehow
contrived to miss it (I had rather hoped the staff would alert me to its arrival, but that didn’t
happen!). Got the next one at 13:00, arriving at Taichung HSR station at 13:45. I could
have rushed and made the 14:01 train, but didn’t and caught the 14:15 instead. The train
was super-efficient and comfortable again - I arrived back in Taipei at 15:06! I got off the
train at a different and of the platform to where I had got on the other day, and emerged
into a different part of the (very large) station complex. It took me a while to find my way
out, but I eventually managed it. I headed once again for the Flip Flop II Hostel, where I
spent a bit of time on the internet, emailing my wife and doing a last bit of research for my
visit to Wulai tomorrow.
21st Sep - I was up at 05:25, and at the Main Station in time for the first MRT train of the
day to Xindian Station, which left just after 06:00. Arriving at Xindian at about 06:25, I
soon found the bus to Wulai, which took about half an hour to reach its destination. I got
out, walked through the small town, across the two bridges, and then followed the road left,
towards the falls. Luckily I chanced on a group of Taiwan Blue Magpies early on - the only
ones seen. Despite being very brightly coloured, they are furtive blighters and my hopes of
getting a decent photo were cruelly dashed. Being at a much lower altitude than the areas I
had been in for the last few days, it wasn’t long before the day began to heat up
considerably. I crossed the very obvious suspension bridge at km3.5, and followed the trail
until it emerged in a small village, seeing Plumbeous Redstart, Dusky Fulvetta and
Taiwan Whistling Thrush among commoner species. I also saw a couple of Formosan

Rock Macaques. I tried to rejoin the trail on the far side of the village, but it was shut, so I
turned round and retraced my steps. I was almost back in Wulai, and growing a little
concerned about the chances of seeing any further new species, when I encountered a nice
mixed flock, containing a pair of hoped-for Taiwan Scimitar Babblers as well as a
cracking male Maroon Oriole. After a celebratory ice cream and coke from the 7-11 in
Wulai, I decided that as it was still relatively early and I had done so well, I would head to
the Taipei Botanical Gardens today, giving me 2 chances for the Night Heron in case they
weren’t present on my first visit. After the bus and MRT journey to Xiaonanmen, it was just
a short walk to the northern entrance to the Botanical Gardens. It then didn’t take too long
before I had found one of the incredibly obliging Malayan Night Herons, which posed for
numerous photos and video. Having gorged myself on the heron, I did a circuit of the
attractive gardens, getting a great view of a Crested Goshawk, before having another look
at the heron. While doing so, it flew up into the trees, only to be replaced immediately by
another bird on the short grass. Evidently they have a rota in place! Very satisfied with how
the day had worked out, I headed back towards the Flip Flop II via McDonald’s, did a bit of
internet and then caught the MRT out to Taipei City Hall stop and walked to Taipei 101,
which was for a few years the world’s tallest building. I paid TWD450 to take the lift to the
top, from where the lights of Taipei (for it was now evening) stretched out in all directions.
Pretty cool but not on the same scale of wow as the views from a Manhattan skyscraper.
Having had my fill, I returned to the hostel with a beer and a bag of crisps, and did a bit of
research for tomorrow, which was now unexpectedly free having managed to shoehorn in
the Botanical Gardens this afternoon. It was nice not to have to contemplate a 5am alarm in
the morning, as my revised plans did not need such an early start!
22nd Sep - I enjoyed a lie in this morning, as I had read that Guandu Nature Park, my
planned destination for the day, didn’t open until 09:00. I decided to check out and leave
my bag at the hostel (where the staff start at 09:30 so I waited until then), and then caught
the red line MRT from the main station out to Guandu, a journey of about half an hour.
From there it was a short, well-signposted, walk to the Guandu Nature Park, where I arrived
at 10:45. I headed towards the visitor centre, where I had a nice chat with one of the
volunteers, who was quite impressed with my haul for the week, and then spent a bit of
time in the hides - pleasant enough although there weren’t huge numbers of birds to be
seen this early in the season. After lunch at the cafe (the girl serving me had lived in
Sheffield for a number of years, in the same suburb as I used to – it can be a small world), I
then left the main section of the park, and walked around to the south western birdwatching
area (which I discovered could have been accessed before the main park opening hours),
not seeing very much, then continued on along the raised boardwalk to the south eastern
birdwatching area which was closed off. I then returned to the western end of the
boardwalk, where a nice Yellow Bittern obliged with a good flight view as it crossed the
river, and then had a couple of beers at the food court opposite Guandu Temple, peoplewatching and reflecting on a hugely enjoyable trip. After this I headed back into the city,
collected my bag from the hostel and returned to the Main Station, for one last trip on the
HSR. This time the journey was even quicker, only 19 mins (and TWD155 to Taoyuan (the
nearest station for the airport). On arrival here I was amazed to see that there was a checkin desk for my airline, meaning I could avoid the queues at the airport, deposit my main
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bag AND get a seat with extra legroom! What a brilliant country this is!! From the station, I
hopped on a shuttle bus (only TWD30, every 10 mins) for the short journey to the airport.
After a bit of food, I then had a couple of hours mooching around the airport before my
flight to Amsterdam (again via Bangkok), and then on to London. I arrived home at about
lunchtime on 23rd September.
If anyone would like any further information please feel free to contact me.
richardrae1976 –- at –- gmail.com

SYSTEMATIC LIST OF BIRDS SEEN IN TAIWAN, 15th - 22nd SEPTEMBER 2012
*
#

TAIWAN ENDEMIC
INTRODUCED / ESCAPE

Little Grebe Tachybaptus ruficollis
One at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Great Cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo
One at Wulai on 21st Sep.
Eurasian Teal Anas crecca
Up to 3 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Eastern Spot-billed Duck Anas zonorhyncha
2-3 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Great White Egret Egretta alba
3 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Little Egret Egretta garzetta
3 at Wulai on 21st Sep; common at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Intermediate Egret Mesophoyx intermedia
ca 5 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Grey Heron Ardea cinerea
9 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Cattle Egret Bubulcus ibis
Many seen from the bus while travelling into Taipei on 15th Sep; common at Guandu Nature Park on
22nd Sep.
Black-crowned Night-Heron Nycticorax nycticorax
One seen from the bus while travelling into Taipei on 15th Sep; one in Taipei Botanical Gardens on
21st Sep; 5 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Malayan Night-Heron Gorsachius melanolophus
Superlative views of 2 in Taipei Botanical Gardens on 21st Sep.
Yellow Bittern Ixobrychus sinensis
Good flight views of one as it flew across the river near Guandu temple on 22nd Sep.
# Sacred Ibis Threskiornis aethiopicus
5 seen from the High Speed Train between Taipei and Taichung on 16th Sep; 30+ at Guandu Nature
Park on 22nd Sep.

Crested Serpent-Eagle Spilornis cheela
One at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep.

Crested Goshawk Accipiter trivirgatus
One at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep; superb views of one in Taipei Botanical Gardens on 21st Sep
(pictured above); 2 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Additionally accipter sp. seen at Chun Yang Farm on 16th Sep and over the Continuation Trail on 18th
Sep were most likely this species.
Black Eagle Ictinaetus malayensis
One over the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; one over the Continuation Trail on 18th Sep;
2 at Wulai on 21st Sep.
* Taiwan Partridge Arborophila crudigularis
5 small partridges flushed along the Blue Gate Trail on 17th Sep were probably this species. Heard in
song at the far end of the Blue Gate Trail on 19th Sep. Then finally, also on 19th Sep, near the start of
the Blue Gate Trail, one was flushed and obligingly flew up to a low branch where it sat for a few
seconds, giving superb views. Shortly after another was flushed in the same area.
[Chinese Bamboo Partridge Bambusicola thoracicus
2 probables seen from a vehicle near Wushe on 17th Sep, flushed from roadside]
* Swinhoe's Pheasant Lophura swinhoii
A good, although fairly brief view, of a male along the Continuation Trail on 17th Sep.

Common Moorhen Gallinula chloropus
4 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Wood Sandpiper Tringa glareola
2 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Common Sandpiper Tringa hypoleucos
3 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Black-winged Stilt Himantopus himantopus
Several seen from the bus while travelling into Taipei on 15th Sep; common at Guandu Nature Park on
22nd Sep.
Pacific Golden-Plover Pluvialis fulva
ca 30 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Little Ringed Plover Charadrius dubius
2 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Ashy Wood-Pigeon Columba pulchricollis
Seen (and heard) with some regularity along the Blue Gate and Continuation Trails.
8 on 17th Sep; 2 on 18th Sep; 3 on 19th Sep.
Oriental Turtle-Dove Streptopelia orientalis
2-3 at Cing Jing (along the road between Wushe and the start of the Blue Gate Trail) on 19th Sep; 2
at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep; 3-4 in Taipei Botanical Gardens on 21st Sep; 9 at Guandu Nature
Park on 22nd Sep.
Spotted Dove Streptopelia chinensis
3 at Chun Yang Farm on 16th Sep; 3 at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep; 2+ at Guandu Nature Park on
22nd Sep.
Red Collared-Dove Streptopelia tranquebarica
5 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
White-bellied Pigeon Treron sieboldii
One sat on wires along the road between Wushe and Chun Yang Farm on 16th Sep was the only one
seen.
Silver-backed Needletail Hirundapus cochinchinensis
Excellent views of 5-10 at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep; 50+ at Wulai on 21st Sep.
House Swift Apus nipalensis
One in the Wushe area on 17th Sep.
Common Kingfisher Alcedo atthis
One at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.

* Taiwan Barbet Megalaima nuchalis
Good views of one along the road between Wushe and Chun Yang Farm on 16th Sep; 2 heard along
the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; 3 at Wulai on 21st Sep.
Grey-capped Pygmy Woodpecker Yungipicus canicapillus
Just one seen, along the Continuation Trail on 19th Sep.
Black-naped Monarch Hypothymis azurea
3 at Chun Yang Farm on 16th Sep; one at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep; one at Wulai on 21st Sep.
Black Drongo Dicrurus macrocercus
Common at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Bronzed Drongo Dicrurus aeneus
4 seen on 16th Sep, split between Chun Yang Farm and the road down to Wanta Reservoir from
Wushe; 3 at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep; one at Wulai on 21st Sep.
* Taiwan Blue Magpie Urocissa caerulea
5+ at Wulai on 21st Sep.

Grey Treepie Dendrocitta formosae
8 at Wulai on 21st Sep; 4 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep. (Pictured above at Wulai)

# Black-billed Magpie Pica pica
2 in Taipei on 21st Sep; 6 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Large-billed Crow Corvus macrorhynchos
2 seen from the bus between Taichung and Wushe on 16th Sep; one at Wulai on 21st Sep.
Maroon Oriole Oriolus traillii
1-2 at Wulai on 21st Sep.
Grey-chinned Minivet Pericrocotus solaris
3-4 at Chun Yang Farm on 16th Sep; 6-7 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 19th Sep; 4 at
Wulai on 21st Sep.
Brown Shrike Lanius cristatus
2 at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep; 4 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Long-tailed Shrike Lanius schach
One at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
* Taiwan Whistling-Thrush Myiophonus insularis
One along the Continuation Trail on 19th Sep; 2 (plus another heard) at Wulai on 21st Sep.
Island Thrush Turdus poliocephalus
Excellent views of a male at a fruiting tree along the Continuation Trail on 19th Sep. The Taiwan race
T. p. niveiceps is extremely striking and regarded as a possible split.
* Taiwan Shortwing Brachypteryx goodfellowi
Superb views of one after some effort with tape along the Continuation Trail on 19th Sep, with a
further 1-2 heard.
# Black-collared Starling Sturnus nigricollis
2 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
# Common Myna Acridotheres tristis
One at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
# White-vented Myna Acridotheres grandis
5+ at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Ferruginous Flycatcher Muscicapa ferruginea
2 of these attractive little flycatchers along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 19th Sep.
Snowy-browed Flycatcher Ficedula hyperythra
One male along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep.

* Collared Bush-Robin Tarsiger johnstoniae
One of the most attractive endemics.
2 drab female-types along the Continuation Trail on 17th Sep; 8 along the road up to, and at, Wuling
Pass on 18th Sep (including some smart males like the one pictured above); one along the
Continuation Trail on 19th Sep.
Plumbeous Redstart Rhyacornis fuliginosus
4-6 at Wulai on 21st Sep.
White-tailed Robin Myiomela leucura
3 seen along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; 4
Trails on 19th Sep; 5 at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep.

along the Blue Gate/Continuation

Eurasian Nuthatch Sitta europaea
2 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; one along the Blue Gate Trail on 19th Sep.
Black-throated Tit Aegithalos concinnus
A stunning little bird that is a regular fixture in mixed forest flocks.
5+ along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; 10-15 along the Blue Gate/Continuation
Trails on 19th Sep.
Grey-throated Martin Riparia chinensis
3-4 near the cemetery in Chun Yang village on 16th Sep, and 5+ in the same area on 20th Sep.
Barn Swallow Hirundo rustica
5+ at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.

Pacific Swallow Hirundo tahitica
Seen from the bus while travelling into Taipei on 15th Sep; 5 in the Wushe area on 16th Sep.
Striated Swallow Hirundo striolata
20+ seen from the bus between Taichung and Wushe on 16th Sep.
Asian House Martin Delichon dasypus
10+ over the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; 4 over the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on
19th Sep.
* Flamecrest Regulus goodfellowi
At least one was eventually found in a roadside stand of pines at km25 along the road up to Wuling
Pass on 18th Sep.
Collared Finchbill Spizixos semitorques
2 just east of Wushe, at the start of the road towards Chun Yang Farm, and 2 along the road from
Wushe down to Wanta Reservoir, all on 16th Sep. These were of the endemic race S. s. cinereicapillus.
Light-vented (Chinese) Bulbul Pycnonotus sinensis
2 at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep; 5 at Wulai on 21st Sep; common at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd
Sep.
Black Bulbul Hypsipetes leucocephalus
One along the road between Wushe and Chun Yang Farm on 16th Sep; very common at Wulai on 21st
Sep.
Japanese White-eye Zosterops japonicus
ca 10 in Wushe on 16th Sep; 1-2 in Taipei Botanical Gardens on 21st Sep; 12 at Guandu Nature Park
on 22nd Sep.
Zitting Cisticola Cisticola juncidis
One at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Yellowish-bellied Bush-Warbler Cettia acanthizoides
An unobtrusive but rather common bird, that responds well to pishing. They have an extraordinary
song that I sadly didn’t hear as it was the wrong time of year.
3 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; 3 (and others heard) along the road up to, and
at, Wuling Pass on 18th Sep; one along the Continuation Trail on 19th Sep.
[Taiwan Bush-Warbler Bradypterus alishanensis
One possible seen briefly in flight at km29 along the road up to Wuling Pass on 18th Sep.
Arctic Warbler Phylloscopus borealis
Although a widespread species, I really enjoyed probably my best-ever views of one feeding actively
at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep.

Rufous-faced Warbler Abroscopus albogularis
A delightful little bird, fairly common in the Wushe area.
Up to 5 at Chun Yang Farm on 16th Sep; 4-5 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep;
one along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 19th Sep; 2 at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep.
* White-whiskered Laughingthrush Garrulax morrisonianus
ca 10 along the road up to, and at, Wuling Pass on 18th Sep; 2 along the Continuation Trail on 19th
Sep.
* Steere's Liocichla Liocichla steerii
One of the commonest and most visible endemics. A beautiful bird, but one that I almost got sick of
seeing while in the Wushe area!
3 at Chun Yang Farm on 16th Sep; 19 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; one along
the Continuation Trail on 18th Sep; 16 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 19th Sep; 10 at
Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep.
* Black-necklaced Scimitar-Babbler Pomatorhinus erythrocnemis
This can be quite a skulker, so I was rather fortunate to get good views of a pair along the Blue Gate
Trail, early on 17th Sep.
* Taiwan Scimitar-Babbler Pomatorhinus musicus
A pair were eventually found at Wulai on 21st Sep, and gave superb views.
* Taiwan Wren-Babbler Pnoepyga formosana
One of my favourite birds of the trip, although Wren-Babblers are among my favourite families of
birds.
Superlative views obtained of 2 along the Continuation Trail on 19th Sep, after a little effort with tape.
Another was heard in the same area.
Rather surprisingly, one was also seen briefly at the edge of the main road around km16 on the same
date. It emerged through one of the concrete blocks with drainage holes at the bottom, before quickly
deciding it didn’t like being so exposed and promptly going back the way it had come!
Rufous-capped Babbler Stachyris ruficeps
A regular fixture in mixed forest flocks.
9 seen along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; 4 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails
on 19th Sep; one at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep.
* Taiwan Barwing Actinodura morrisoniana
A charismatic species that proved less common than expected.
One along the Blue Gate Trail on 17th Sep; 9 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 19th Sep.
* Taiwan Fulvetta Alcippe formosana
6 seen along the road up to Wuling Pass on 18th Sep; 3 along the Continuation Trail on 19th Sep.
Dusky (Gould’s) Fulvetta Alcippe brunnea
2 at Wulai on 21st Sep.
Grey-cheeked Fulvetta Alcippe morrisonia

Another of the commoner and more easily seen forest species, and a standard component of mixed
flocks.
4+ at Chun Yang Farm on 16th Sep; 2 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; 3 along
the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 19th Sep; 4+ at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep; 3+ at Wulai on
21st Sep.
* White-eared (Taiwan) Sibia Heterophasia auricularis
A smart and easily seen endemic.
2 at Chun Yang Farm on 16th Sep; 7 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; one along
the Continuation Trail on 18th Sep; 8 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 19th Sep; 4 at Chun
Yang Farm on 20th Sep.
* Taiwan Yuhina Yuhina brunneiceps
One of the commonest and most visible endemics.
3-4 at Chun Yang Farm on 16th Sep; 6 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; 5+ along
the lower sections of the road up to Wuling Pass on 18th Sep; 10+ along the Blue Gate/Continuation
Trails on 19th Sep; 6 at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep.
White-bellied Erpornis Erpornis zantholeuca
5+ at Wulai on 21st Sep
Golden Parrotbill Paradoxornis verreauxi
Superb views of a pair in bamboo at km 29.5, along the road to Wuling Pass, on 18th Sep. They
responded very well to pishing. They were of the endemice race P. v. morrisonianus, although were
considerably more golden-looking than the illustration in the Brazil field guide.
Coal Tit Parus ater
One in the company of the Flamecrest at km25 along the road up to Wuling Pass on 18th Sep.
Green-backed Tit Parus monticolus
7 seen along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; one along the Continuation Trail on 18th
Sep; 5 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 19th Sep.
* Taiwan Tit Parus holsti
A very striking endemic that can be hard to find. I was fortunate to get good views of a pair along the
Continuation Trail on 17th Sep.
Eurasian Tree Sparrow Passer montanus
5+ in Wushe on 16th Sep.
White-rumped Munia Lonchura striata
One at Chun Yang Farm on 20th Sep.
Eastern Yellow Wagtail Motacilla tschutschensis
2 at Guandu Nature Park on 22nd Sep.
Grey Wagtail Motacilla cinerea
1-2 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; 2 at Wulai on 21st Sep.

Fire-breasted Flowerpecker Dicaeum ignipectus
2 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; 1 along the Continuation Trail on 19th Sep;
Vinaceous Rosefinch Carpodacus vinaceus
9 along the road up to Wuling Pass on 18th Sep, including a number of fine males.
Brown Bullfinch Pyrrhula nipalensis
4 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on 17th Sep; 5 along the Blue Gate/Continuation Trails on
19th Sep;
Grey-headed (Beavan's) Bullfinch Pyrrhula erythaca
A very smart Bullfinch - the Taiwan race (P. e. owstoni)is endemic and sometimes split as Owston’s or
Taiwan Bullfinch.
5 seen in the 28-29km area along the road up to Wuling Pass on 18th Sep.

